Business Writing
Course Overview
Poorly written documents reflect badly on your organisation and can lead to loss
of business, misunderstandings and wasted time. This very practical one day
course covers the skills required to write clear, concise, effective documents that
achieve their purpose. Participants are encouraged to bring samples of their own
written work to the course as a basis for discussion and constructive feedback.

Who should attend
Anyone who wants to improve their writing skills for all types of documents and
brush up their use of grammar and punctuation.

Course Objectives
By the end of the course participants will be able to:





Demonstrate a practical understanding of the essentials of grammar,
punctuation and use of language
Tackle a range of writing tasks with increased skills and confidence
Produce written documents that are clear, concise, well structured and
achieve the desired results
Choose the right language, tone and degree of formality for different purposes

Course Content




Pros and cons of written communication and its importance at work
Purposes of writing and different types of document
Identifying common pitfalls and problem with written communication











Refresher on grammar and punctuation with practical exercises
Essential stages of writing and important questions to consider
Tips for getting rid off writer’s block
Planning and structuring with the purpose and readers in mind
Constructing sentences with the right balance and emphasis
Choosing language for clarity and to create the right tone
Writing emails and awareness of email etiquette
Practical writing exercises followed by feedback and discussion
Personal action notes

Reviews
“Really enjoyed this course. Made me appreciate the English language again.
Will be useful for future writing. Thank you!”
AJ, NHS Scotland

“Lots of useful tips which will help both at work and in my home studies. Overall
a very good course – would recommend it to others.”
CO, NHS Scotland

“Excellent – varied, clear and good humoured! Very relevant content chosen to
match usefulness for all course attendees.”
RG, NHS Scotland

“Excellent delivery. Useful course which will improve my writing skills.”
AM, Sport Northern Ireland

“The course covered all areas relevant to my line of work. There are lots of
things I will implement straight away. Overall, very impressed with course and will
recommend to colleagues.”
KL, Stork Technical Services

“Great delivery. Good opportunity to reflect and discuss writing.”
DR, Perth & Kinross Council

“Very relevant content. Ample time to ask questions.”
VR, Moredun Research Institute

“Friendly, helpful delivery. Very useful and relevant to the work and writing I do.”
TP, Scottish Agricultural College
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